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Have you seen the maps where the Southern Hemisphere is at
the top? “South-up” maps quite often are — incorrectly — referred
to as “upside-down,” and it’s easy to be captivated by them. They
remind us in the Northern Hemisphere how region-centric we are.
In this Guide to South America, we focus on doing business and work in
South America. Greg Churilov and Florencia Paolillo address common translation misconceptions in dealing with Spanish in South America. Jorgelina
Vacchino, Nicolás Bravo and Eugenia Conti describe how South American
translators are trained. Charles Campbell looks at companies that have
entered the South American market with different degrees of success.
Teddy Bengtsson recounts setting up a company in Argentina. And
Fabiano Cid explores Brazil, both as an outsourcing option and an
opportunity for exporting.
All in all, the cases are strong for considering the opportunities
and resources at the south-up top of the map!
— The Editors
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Is It Time for a
South American Strategy?
CHARLES CAMPBELL

S

outh America is often thought of as a
“Spanish-speaking region.” Indeed,
eleven of the twelve independent
countries in the continent speak Spanish.
The odd country out is Brazil, where Portuguese is spoken. But Brazil is quite an
exception, with just under half the territory
and half the population of the continent.
For an in-depth look into the complexities
of Brazil, see Fabiano Cid’s article on page
10 in this guide.
Indigenous languages remain strong
and are in everyday use in many parts
of the continent, particularly Quechua,
Aymara and Guaraní. Although Microsoft
and some other companies have had some
of their products localized into indigenous
languages, the main focus of this article
will be on the Spanish-speaking countries
of South America. Moreover, the former
British colony and current member of
the Commonwealth, Guyana (population
751,000), the former Dutch colony of Suriname (pop. 438,000), and French Guiana
(pop. 202,000), an “overseas department”
of Metropolitan France that uses the euro,
will not be covered in any detail either.

Unity in diversity? A special case
This article will exclusively refer to
South America, the fourth largest and fifth
most populous continent in the world that
stretches all the way from the dense jungle border between Colombia and Panama
in the north to the windswept and frigid
island of Tierra del Fuego, shared by Chile
and Argentina, in the south. It will not cover
Latin America or Latinos in any detail.
What sets Spanish-speaking South
America apart from all other continents
in the world is its linguistic and cultural
unity. Business people, tourists and politicians alike can cross borders among 11
different countries without even having
to change languages. In Europe or Asia
the language of international communication is English. In South America, on the
other hand, Spanish is the lingua franca of
the entire continent. Brazilian politicians
and business people make considerable
efforts to learn passable Spanish. Music,
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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television soap operas (telenovelas), literature and internet content can reach
continent-wide popularity and be almost
universally understood without requiring translation — something impossible
on every other continent in the world.
Unless gringos are involved, South Americans will invariably conduct international
business meetings or political gatherings
entirely in Spanish. Indeed, the theme of
the recent 4th International Congress of
the Spanish Language that I attended in
Cartagena, Colombia, was “Unity in Diversity.” More than 1,500 Spanish speakers attended from all around the world,
and everyone understood one another
(almost) perfectly.

Linguistic unity has undoubtedly contributed to South America’s achieving
a certain degree of political unity and
finding a cultural common ground, helping avoid continent-wide conflicts on the
scale of the World Wars. While frictions
remain over some unresolved territorial
issues, there are few, if any, true deeply
held long-term animosities between
neighboring countries. Indeed, South
Americans feel a certain collective identity
— and, on a wider level, a Latin American
identity — based on common geographical, historical and cultural factors. This
unity only goes so far and does not necessarily translate into common government policies. US fears of South American

South America: A Few Definitions
to Get Things Straight
South America is often confused with Latin America, a region that includes all countries in the
Americas where Spanish, Portuguese and French are spoken. In contrast to Latin America is Anglo
America, where English is spoken (principally the United States and Canada, but also Jamaica, Belize
and so on). Many people in the United States and Canada mistakenly presume, however, that Latin
America refers to “everything south of the Rio Grande” and that everyone speaks Spanish, wears
huge hats, eats spicy food and physically resembles Antonio Banderas (who is actually from Spain).
Many Europeans, meanwhile, are piqued when they find paella is not on the menu in Bolivia, Peru
or Venezuela.
In reality, Latin America is a highly diverse and complex region that confounds generalization,
and, although it may appear to be constantly on the economic, political and cultural boil, “Latin
music,” “Latin culture,” “Latin lovers” and even “Latin weather” are not nearly as hot and homogeneous as Hollywood is telling us. Spanish is, in fact, not even the universal language of Latin
America. 180 million people in Brazil speak Portuguese, and French is the official language of Haiti,
French Guiana, Martinique and elsewhere. Chilly Québec is even technically considered part of
Latin America.
Latino is another term that requires definition for the purposes of moving forward coherently
in this guide. While almost certainly derived from Latin American, Latino means something quite
different. For many Americans, Latino basically refers to everyone and everything from Latin
America, although it is not normally understood to include Brazilians. The US Census Bureau
deems Latinos to be people who classify themselves as “Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino. Origin can
be considered as the heritage, nationality group, lineage, or country of birth of the person or
the person’s parents or ancestors before their arrival in the United States. People who identify
their origin as Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino may be of any race.” Latino is thus a cultural term and
may include second, third or fourth generation descendents of Latin American immigrants, as
compared to “Latin Americans” who actually live in Latin America. An example can be found in that
some Latinos in the United States actually speak English as their primary language rather than
Spanish. Well-known cases are Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who was born in East
Los Angeles and whose Spanish is at best considered “patchy,” and Cruz Bustamante, a former
Lieutenant Governor of California, who himself admitted his own Spanish was “very rusty.” By
contrast, however, many Latinos use Spanish as their primary language of communication and
have only very limited English language skills.
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countries falling like dominoes under the
influence of Venezuelan President Hugo
Chávez’s anti-Washington tune are likely
overstated. Let’s not get distracted from
the real issues and challenges by a colorful and verbose foreign strongman.
The real issues and challenges at stake
in South America right now are the tremendous opportunities for increased business
for global corporations — as long as these
companies localize their products appropriately and provide rich backup content. After
all, people don’t buy what they can’t read!
Name of territory

Area (sq km)

impeachments. Some countries, namely
Argentina and Brazil, pegged their currencies to the US dollar to elude inflation, only
to see these “fiscal straitjackets” fall apart
a few years later. South America was
demonized by Hollywood and Washington
alike, and, despite pockets of apparent
stability (Chile and Uruguay), by and large
the whole continent appeared to have
“missed its chance” entirely.
Times are changing fast, however. A
highly repetitive lesson on sunk costs —
unrecoverable past expenditures — comes
Population (1 July 2005 est.)

located in the center of Argentina), local
politicians have flashed Cheshire-cat
grins at the cameras at recent openings
of software and outsourcing centers of
industry leaders such as IBM, Motorola
and EDS, projected to reach 1,000 to
1,500 employees apiece. Google — so hot
right now — has announced plans to hire
1,200 employees in Buenos Aires, adding
to its existing South American offices in
Belo Horizonte and São Paulo. According
to Gonzalo Alonso, Google’s general manager for Spanish-speaking Latin America,

Population density (per sq km)

Capital

Argentina

2,766,890

39,537,943

14.3

Buenos Aires

Bolivia

1,098,580

8,857,870

8.1

La Paz, Sucre

Brazil

8,514,877

187,550,726

22.0

Brasília

756,950

15,980,912

21.1

Santiago

Colombia

1,138,910

42,954,279

37.7

Bogotá

Ecuador

283,560

13,363,593

47.1

12,173

2,967

Chile

Falkland Islands (UK)
French Guiana (France)

0.24

Quito
Stanley

91,000

195,506

2.1

Cayenne

Guyana

214,970

765,283

3.6

Georgetown

Paraguay

406,750

6,347,884

15.6

Asunción

1,285,220

27,925,628

21.7

Lima

3,093

0

Peru
South Georgia and South
Sandwich Islands (UK)

0

Grytviken

Suriname

163,270

438,144

2.7

Paramaribo

Uruguay

176,220

3,415,920

19.4

Montevideo

Venezuela

912,050

25,375,281

27.8

Caracas

(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_america)

South American countries and territories by size and population.

The business environment in South
America: ‘Lo que pasó, pasó’
For many years South America was
almost a bad word, with the continent
seemingly permanently stuck halfway
down the road to economic development,
overtaken by Asia and forgotten by the
United States and Europe. The 1960s and
1970s saw the region immersed in brutal
military dictatorships, almost without
exception. A good part of the 1980s was
lost to inflation, foreign debt crises and
spiraling violence, including full-fledged
narco-guerrilla movements, kidnappings
and extortion. Intimidation of the local and
international business and political communities was not uncommon. Successive
economic and political shocks hit the
region in the 1990s, with several presidents
being pushed out of power by military
coups, popular revolts or congressional
page 4
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from the adroitly named Puerto Rican reggaeton rapper, Daddy Yankee, with his
popular hit “Lo que pasó, pasó.” History is
only the past. The future is yet unwritten,
and in the case of South America it looks
decidedly promising. Favorable economic
and political winds now propel the continent forward with a self-confidence not felt
in the region in living memory. Throughout
the continent, high commodity prices have
brought about a dramatic surge in exports
of oil, minerals, food products, manufactured goods and even services exports.
Generally speaking, important gains have
been made in terms of free and independent elections, freedom of the press, debt
renegotiation and access to technology,
especially broadband internet access and
mobile phones.
In Córdoba city, from where I am writing this article (population 1.2 million,

“Due to the fact that the number of internet users continues to grow in Spanishspeaking South America, it is important
for Google to establish a local presence
to support growth and market demands.”
Javier Cordero, managing director for
Oracle in Latin America, adds that South
America accounts for about half of all Latin
American revenue for the company and
has “one of the highest growth rates in
the last three years.” Oracle sees “huge
potential” due to “a dispersion of small
and medium-sized businesses willing to
automate their processes to participate
in global markets.”

A selected sprinkling of localization
case studies in South America
At first glance, with just two main languages and a notable degree of cultural
unity, South America should be the place
The Guide From MultiLingual
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where localization companies get it right. It is
potentially less challenging on a localization front
than Africa (low density
of potential real buyers
of products spread over
many countries and language groups), the Middle
East (skyrocketing costs
due to the short supply of
expert localizers and the Microsoft has divided the continent into three sections, each with its own “look”: Brasil (left); Argentina,
geopolitical situation), and
Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay (center); and Peru, Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador (right).
Europe and Asia (so many
again. On the downside, I found a basic
Microsoft. The world’s largest corporalanguages and such high prices).
spelling mistake on the www.microsoft
tion, Microsoft, has its flagship website
After taking a closer look, however,
.com/colombia website: Lidera Tú Camino,
www.microsoft.com in English and orieven the largest corporations in the world
confusing Tú and Tu.
ented to the United States, with the comseem to struggle with how to deal with
United Airlines. United Airlines has sigpany’s new Zune product (not yet actively
South America. I often wonder if corporanificant online content in Spanish. www
marketed in South America) featured in
tions think that South Americans simply
.united.com.uy immediately shows wellthe center of the web page. Websites for
“won’t notice” their localization mistakes,
localized content such as Uruguay-specific
South American countries are accessed
and, if they do, “it won’t influence whether
flights — Montevideo to Buenos Aires for
by typing microsoft.com and the country
they’ll buy our product or not, will it?” Nei$75, for example. This is evidence that
name, that is, microsoft.com/ecuador
ther notion will fly, of course. In a recent
the content has actually been localized
and so on. Presumably for marketing reawhite paper published by Common Sense
for the local market and has not just been
sons, Microsoft appears to have split the
Advisory titled “Moving from Translasimply translated. As so often happens
continent into three groups, with Argention to Successful Translations on Global
with localized websites, however, there
tina, Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay
Websites,” Donald A. DePalma stated
is almost always something that remains
having almost exactly the same content,
that 85.3% of the 2,400 respondents to an
unlocalized in English. If you want to make
while Peru, Venezuela, Colombia and
eight-nation survey considered that pura multi-city flight reservation on www
Ecuador have quite a different look. www
chase information in their own language
.united.com.ar, for example, you have to
.microsoft.com/brasil is logically in Porwas a critical factor when buying online.
click the “multicity” link, which flips to a
tuguese and has different visual content
So let’s take a look at what’s out there.

The www.united.com Argentina front page is well-localized; but click on the “multicity” link, and the page comes up in English.
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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Rank in world
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Country

GDP

9

Brazil

22

Argentina

533.7 billion dollars

1.5 trillion dollars

29

Colombia

337.2 billion dollars

43

Chile

193.2 billion dollars

50

Peru

167.2 billion dollars
163.5 billion dollars

51

Venezuela

70

Ecuador

57.0 billion dollars

90

Uruguay

34.3 billion dollars

96

Paraguay

28.3 billion dollars

101

Bolivia

25.6 billion dollars

157

Guyana

3.4 billion dollars

162

Suriname

2.8 billion dollars

(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita)

South American gross domestic product (GDP) 2005.
Rank in world

Country
Argentina

GDP per capita
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$14,838

54

Chile

12,254

63

Uruguay

10,103

69

Brazil

8,826

80

Colombia

7,630

&5.#4)/.!, #/6%2!'%

93

Peru

6,173
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95

Suriname

5,883

96

Venezuela

5,777

105

Paraguay

4,799

106

Guyana

4,799

110

Ecuador

4,475

122

Bolivia

2,945
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(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_GDP_(PPP)_per_capita)

South American gross domestic product (GDP) per capita 2006.
Rank in world
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Country

HDI

36

Argentina

0.863 (-2)

6

38

Chile

0.859 (-1)

6

43

Uruguay

0.851 (+3)

5

69

Brazil

0.792

—

70

Colombia

0.790

5

72

Venezuela

0.784

5

82

Peru

0.767

5

83

Ecuador

0.765

5

89

Suriname

0.759

5

91

Paraguay

0.757

5

103

Guyana

0.725

5

115

Bolivia

0.692

5

(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_Human_Development_Index)
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South American rankings in terms of human development index (HDI) —
the arrows show the change in HDI from 2005 values.
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web page entirely in English. www.united
.com.br has a mix of English and Portuguese on its main home page.
Ford Motor Company. The main website
of the world’s third largest automaker,
Ford, is entirely in English, but with country-specific options for six countries in
South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia and Venezuela. It is not
clear what Ford owners who live in other
countries such as Peru or Ecuador are supposed to do.
Nestlé. Nestlé is one of the largest food
producers in the world, and its products
are readily available in every country in
South America. Content varies notably
among the different country-specific web
pages and has clearly been localized
for the local markets in accordance with
Nestlé’s product portfolio and focus in
those markets and the perceived needs of
its customers. This is where it gets messy.
www.nestle.com.ar flagrantly mixes the
usted and tú forms in the same sentence:
Nestlé con usted: sentite bien. www.nestle
.com.co shows one very Nordic-looking
blond woman, one white child and one
pale white baby — a questionable choice
for a multi-ethnic Caribbean country where
Anglo/Nordic people are less than 1% of
the population. www.nestle.com.ar mixes
the tú, usted and vos forms, sometimes
even in the same sentence.
The award for the worst case I can personally think of goes to a major Japanese
carmaker that has this sentence etched
into the rear-vision mirror of its light SUVs
in English: OBJECTS IN MIRROR ARE CLOSER
THAN THEY APPEAR. Obviously that safety
notice is lost on South American drivers.
Intel. www.intel.com/espanol, meanwhile, has been created entirely in Latin
American Spanish. According to Mao
Guimaraes, Latin America internet
marketing manager for Intel Corporation, Intel understands it is essential for its business in the region and
for its customers “to have locallyrelevant content available in local
languages. Intel makes sure that all
the information and tools they need
to sell more of and to be successful
selling Intel products is available in
Spanish. Intel focuses on fulfilling
the local needs (versus just automatically localizing what comes
from the headquarters)” and has
“the freedom to create local content
— whether it’s promotions, campaigns or full websites.”
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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CNN. CNN en Español represents a
particularly interesting case study. CNN
en Español has three separate feeds: one
for Mexico; one for South America that
is actually heavily oriented to the Southern Cone countries (Argentina, Uruguay,
Chile and surprisingly Brazil, where
thousands of viewers tune in to the allSpanish feed); and a general feed. Most
of the time the general feed is used, but
at certain times of the day the network
splits the feed in three to provide more
local content. Chris Crommett, senior
Consumers may not identify with Nordic-looking
vice president, comments that CNN en people pictured on the Argentinian Nestlé site.
Español has a large in-house “transdeption” department responsible for all
interpreting, translation, adaptation and
localization needs which endeavors not
to “over-neutralize” content in Spanish,
while still aiming for “universal” Spanish. Having recently celebrated its tenth
anniversary and with existing production
studios in Buenos Aires and correspondents throughout the continent, CNN en
Español is expecting robust growth in
the future and currently appears to have
no competitors at all.
Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola is a ubiquitous
product, and its localization strategy
clearly reflects this fact. www.coca-cola
.com is not an all-English web page,
CNN’s South American site is in Spanish, but
but rather it has a simple “Select your
Portuguese-speaking
Brasilians log on en masse.
region” option (in English), listing the
following countries: Argentina, Bolivia,
Brasil/Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Paraguay, Perú/Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. The country-specific links are easy
to find, well localized and rich in interesting “hip” content for young consumers.
The Argentine website is localized in the
informal vos form of Spanish particular to Argentina and Uruguay, while the
other links are correctly and uniformly

Ford Motor Company’s multiple South
American sites are strikingly different.
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expressed in the tú form. Details have been
duly noted, with the slogan toma lo bueno
carefully and appropriately reworked as
tomá lo bueno for Argentina and Uruguay.
Coca-Cola scores top marks for its localization achievements in the South American market. Better localization must surely
translate into better sales. Poorly localized products, on the other hand, frustrate
potential buyers and turn them away.

Wake up and smell the coffee!
The localization industry in South America
It is common wisdom these days that
every major company in the world has a
China strategy and that it is usually managed at the very top echelons of the corporate ladder. This is true in the localization
industry as well, and several of the major
players have recently acquired local Chinese companies (such as Welocalize’s
much heralded acquisition of Transco) or
have developed their own offices in China
(Lionbridge, SDL, CLS, Moravia Worldwide,
TransPerfect, thebigword, TOIN, Jonckers,
STAR and so on). Several translation and
localization companies tout themselves as
“Your gateway to Asia” or “Your partner
for China” and so forth, and the industry’s
regional health was given a clear thumbsup by the crowd of more than 300 people
who attended the Localization Worldconference in Shanghai last March.
The same cannot be said, however,
for South America. The vast majority of
translation and localization companies
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do not have a South American presence,
and many may not even have a South
America strategy. Some exceptions are
Lionbridge, which has had offices for
several years in Santiago, Chile, and São
Paulo, Brazil; and Moravia Worldwide,
which recently opened an office in Rosario, Argentina. STAR has an office in São
Paulo. Oddly enough, Moravia’s Argentine office is not listed on its home page
with the company’s other international
locations. Nobody seems to be selling
his or her company as “The door to South
America” or as “The authoritative source
for South America.”
Indeed, the fanfare of recent mergers
and acquisitions activity in the industry
appears to have passed the continent over
— at least for the moment. Local translation and localization companies may not
be ready for acquisition for a variety of
reasons, perhaps most notably because of
the relative scarcity of legitimate and
transparent accounting records and professional non-linguistic management. The
local industry is also highly atomized. Most
South American translation and localization companies fly well under the $1-million-of-annual-sales radar that is so easily
passed in the United States, Europe and
Asia. International translation and localization companies may also be reticent to
invest in a potentially unstable region that
is far from the major centers in North
America and Europe where the bulk of
translations and localizations are actually

bought and sold. It is simply less risky to
grit your teeth and follow the prevailing
business model of outsourcing all the
Spanish and Portuguese translations and
localizations to the right vendor or army of
freelancers.

Conclusion: it may be time
to take a (calculated) chance
Nevertheless, change is in the air. Given
the less-than-optimal state of localized
material in South America, highly promising recent economic trends in the region
and future population projections (expected to reach 600 million inhabitants by
2030), it may be time for international translation and localization companies to rethink
their “South America strategies.” For those
who have no South America strategy, now
would be a good time to get one.
The outsourcing model of using South
American vendors without actually having a South American presence may have
reached its limits, and several South
American translation and localization companies are well on the road to reaching a
degree of maturity that could well awaken
the interest of industry leaders — or perhaps disturb their sleep.
The best harvests are always reaped by
those who anticipate market shifts rather
than follow them. This is something that
will certainly merit discussion over café
negro at a future possible, but as yet
unplanned, Localization World event in
South America. G
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South America has
an area of 17,840,000
sq km (6,890,000 sq mi). In
2005, its population was estimated at 371,000,000. Among
the world’s continents, South
America ranks fourth in area
and fifth in population.

Map source: Central Intelligence Agency
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T

he Brazilian Institute of Geography
and Statistics recently applied a new
methodology to calculate the country’s gross domestic product (GDP), revealing that the Brazilian economy is $102
billion (all money figures are US dollars)
bigger than was formerly thought. According to the consulting firm Austin Rating,
the 11% increase found through the new
calculation positions Brazil back among
the tenth largest economies in the world,
ahead of India, Australia, The Netherlands
and South Korea. In 2005 alone, the Brazilian GDP reached $882 billion. Does this
mean that Brazil will manage to reach a
detached position among the world’s leading exporters of IT services and products?
How can language industry companies and
professionals benefit from this trend? What
can we do to help fulfill Brazilians’ longawaited dream to become the “country of
the future”? These are a few questions that
I will address in this article.
Two important conferences on this
theme took place in São Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro during March 2007. “Brazil Outsourcing” was an initiative launched by
Flavio Grynszpan, coordinator of the Brazilian Chapter of the International Association of Outsourcing Professionals; the “Rio
International Software and Services Outsourcing Conference” was organized by
BRASSCOM, the Brazilian Association of
Software & Service Export Companies. At
both events, the list of speakers included
Brazilian and foreign executives, scholars
and government representatives who discussed the ways and means to place Brazil
in a more central position when it comes to
IT outsourcing.
In 2006, Brazilian software market
transactions totaled $9.09 billion in IT systems and related services, representing a
22.6% increase over the previous year’s
figures. Of the total amount, $3.26 billion
refer to software sales, which account for
1.3% of worldwide transactions and 43%
of those in Latin America. However, the
Network Readiness Index prepared by the
World Economic Forum ranks Brazil in the
fifty-third position. The report published
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Localization Outsourcing
and Export in Brazil
FABIANO CID

in March 2007 analyzes the impact of communication and information technologies
on corporate competitiveness and the
social and economic development process
in 122 countries. The number of internet
users per 100 inhabitants is higher in Brazil than in the other three BRIC countries
— Russia, India and China. India ranked
fortieth in the list. Chile and Mexico also
ranked better, placing thirty-first and fiftyfifth respectively.

wants
Btorazil
position itself
as a viable
offshoring alternative
to other,
well-established
regions in Asia
and Europe.
A nearshoring alternative
After I attended both conferences, it was
clear to me that Brazil wants to position
itself as a viable offshoring alternative to
other, well-established regions in Asia and
Europe. According to a paper published
by Research and Markets, “nearshore
outsourcing will grow 16.7% annually
through 2008. This compares favorably
with Brazil and Argentina as one of the
fastest foreign outsourcing growth rates
in Latin America. By comparison, the Brazilian offshore agent population will grow
18.0% annually.” Add to that the establishment of captive centers in major or smaller
Brazilian cities, such as that of IBM in Rio
de Janeiro and Dell in Hortolândia. Brazil
has the largest bankable population to
use internet banking, as well as 10% of
the installed ATM base worldwide, and the

Mercantile and Futures Exchange is the
fifth largest in the world. Perhaps because
of this, according to the research director
of International Data Group, Mauro Peres,
“Brazil can be the financial offshore IT services provider of choice.”
The country relies on some unique features to enhance its attractiveness for companies willing to outsource some of their
activities, especially in the IT area. Time
zone is perhaps the most striking. One can
fly overnight from Chicago, Vancouver, New
York, London or Paris and arrive in Brazil
ready for a meeting without suffering from
major jet lag. Conference calls can be set
up in normal working hours because there
is little time difference between South
America and the United States or Europe.

Terms
Outsourcing: delegation of non-core operations from internal production to an external
entity specializing in the management of that
operation.
Offshoring: relocation of business processes
from one country to another. This includes any
business process, such as production, manufacturing or services. Unlike outsourcing, offshoring
does not necessarily involve a transformation of
internal organizational control.
Nearshoring: relocation of business processes
to places that are generally less expensive and
yet geographically closer. Mexico and Canada
are major nearshoring destinations for US businesses, and in Western Europe, these include
Ireland, Eastern Europe and the Maghreb.
Captive center: a company-owned offshore
operation. The activities are performed offshore,
but they are not outsourced to another company.
Bodyshopping: practice of using offshore resources and personnel to do small, disaggregated
tasks within a business environment, without any
broader intention to offshore an entire business
function.
BRIC: a group of countries, named after a 2003
thesis by the Goldman Sachs investment bank,
which includes Brazil, Russia, India and China.
According to the paper, by 2050 the four countries will encompass over 40% of the world’s
population and, due to their recent embracing
of global capitalism, will hold an approximate
combined sum of 15 trillion dollars.
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Your Complete
South American Solution
Effective Translations provides top-quality technical
translations into Spanish and Portuguese for all
Latin American audiences.
• Translating since 1991
• Comfortable with most CAT tools
• DTP capability in Mac and PC platforms
• Courteous, efficient, affordable and accurate
• At your service! Call or e-mail us today!
Our in-country translators are selected through a
rigorous testing process. We hire only the very best!
Each project undergoes scrutiny by a translator,
an editor and a final proofreader.
Expertise in website localization, corporate
communications, marketing materials, technical
manuals and health care documentation.

Your Trusted Source

Brazilian Translations &
Multilanguage DTP
LocHouse is recognized as a valued partner, a firm
to which clients can entrust projects and feel sure
that they have made the best choice. We can offer
this certainty, thanks to our quality, compliance with
deadlines, control, flexibility and good service. In short,
our commitment to providing the best solution, always.
We offer:
• Brazilian Portuguese translations, review and QA
• Multilanguage low-cost center DTP hub — all
European languages, in any tools or platforms

Our services:
• Translation/Localization
• Electronic publishing
• Project management
Our lines of business:
• Technical documentation, software/website
localization, MarCom/advertising, multimedia/
e-learning, legal, medical
Our values:
• Client focus
• Collaboration and flexibility
• Professionalism, integrity and transparency
Our background:
• Team members with over 9 years of experience
in translation/localization and academic backgrounds in language study
• Complex projects for major Fortune 500 clients
• Acquaintance with corporate demands
• Strong project management capabilities

Effective Translations

LocHouse Translations & DTP

SpanSource S.R.L.

6170 West Lake Mead Boulevard
Las Vegas, NV 89108 • 888-365-6007
inquiries@effectivetranslations.com
www.effectivetranslations.com

Av. Rio Branco, 277/301
20040-009 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
55-21-2533-6051 • Fax: 55-21-2533-6039
info@loc-house.com • www.loc-house.com

Pte Roca 599, 4to J, S2000CXK Rosario, Argentina
54-341-527-0035 • 917-495-2904
Fax: 54-341-425-3130
info@spansource.com • www.spansource.com

TripleInk: Translations
for Global Markets

Spanish for a Nickel*

Serious About
Spanish and Portuguese?

TripleInk is a multilingual communications agency
that provides industrial and consumer products
companies with precise translation and multilingual
production services for audio-visual, interactive and
print media. From technical documentation to
advertising, we offer complete, integrated
communication solutions. Employing a total quality
management process along with state-of-the-art
technology resources, our knowledgeable project
managers and international communication
professionals deliver the comprehensive services
you need to meet your global business objectives
— on target, on time and on budget.

TripleInk
60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-342-9800 • Fax: 612-342-9745
quote@tripleink.com • www.tripleink.com
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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English-to-Spanish translations for $0.05 per word!
(* flat rate, no scale, on projects over 50,000 words)
• Professional, graduate technical-scientific translators
• Dedicated, in-house quality-control team
• US/Mexico, neutral Latin American, European
or country-specific Spanish
• Excellent quality at unbeatable rates
Technical translations, website localization,
multilingual DTP and more!
We are expert TRADOS users, use state-of-the-art
equipment and have 2MBps broadband connectivity.
We take pride in our quality, speed, efficiency and
customer service. Contact us for more information!

Idea Factory Languages is raising the standards in
Latin America.
• In-country operations in Argentina and Brazil
• Internationally experienced management team
• 60 in-house staff
• Software localization, technical/medical
translation, desktop publishing
If quality and cost are important aspects of your
Spanish and/or Brazilian Portuguese projects,
select a partner you can trust. We are serious about
your business. Contact our CEO today:
teddy.bengtsson@idea-factory.net

Enfoque Global S.R.L.

Idea Factory Languages, Inc.

Av. Rivadavia 2134 3A
C1034ACN Buenos Aires, Argentina
54-11-4951-2661
inquiries@enfoqueglobal.com.ar
www.enfoqueglobal.com.ar

Moreno 490, 7th Floor
C1091AAJ Buenos Aires, Argentina
54-11-4343-4143 • Fax: 54-11-4345-2722
iflinfo@idea-factory.net
www.iflang.com
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The same applies to problem resolution.
Any issue can be solved within the same
business day.
Other distinctive factors have a geopolitical nature. The country is immune to
natural disasters because of its location.
Earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis and so
on are nonexistent. Despite its extensive
border line — shared with almost every
country in South America — the Brazilian
foreign policy of peaceful frontiers dates
back centuries, and the vast territory has
not been affected by any conflict or incident that has characterized the world after
9/11 (or before for that matter).
Other less unique yet crucial advantages include the protection of intellectual
property, which can be an issue in certain
Asian countries; a large telecommunications infrastructure; over 260 commercial
jetports, the largest IT professional base
in Latin America (892,000 people); and a
Western mindset, which facilitates business transactions and negotiations. (For
more insights on the Eastern vs. Western
mindset, please refer to my article “Understanding Asian Business Cultures,” MultiLingual Computing & Technology #72
June 2005, which is also available at www
.ccaps.net/newsletter/10-05/art_2en.htm)
Over the years, Brazilian software developers have hardly thought about exporting
their IT services and products. Together
with other aspects that include a lack of
government support and previous years
of economic and political instability, the
internal market has always been a discouraging factor for those who ventured into
the so-called “new economy.” Why would
a company bother going abroad when its
product could be sold internally to the
world’s fifth largest population and a massive domestic market eager for products
and services? On the other hand, some of
these companies have realized that globalization would force them to leave this comfort zone and that a company that wants to
play a significant role in today’s economy
must find its own place beyond the shelter
of the country’s borders.
The Brazilian government has created a
number of incentive programs for companies of all sizes willing to export. The topic
of internationalization is high on the agenda
of CEOs at most large corporations, and
success stories start to appear in the form
of airplanes (Embraer), cosmetics (Natura),
jewelry (H. Stern) and shoes (Havaianas).
The demand for Brazilian commodities —
soybeans, oil, steel and ethanol, to name
page 12
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a few — has increased exponentially due
to a number of factors ranging from global
warming to the instability in the Middle
East. Nevertheless, the IT sector has not
yet managed to achieve a reputable position in the international arena.
Despite its excellence in some market
niches, such as deep-water exploration,
research and development, banking
and e-voting systems, it could take years
before the country even thinks of catching up with other giants such as India
and China. The overvaluation of the local
currency, high labor costs, heavy taxation and the language barrier all add to
the difficulty of marketing the Brazilian IT
industry overseas. Yet things are starting
to change.

Software on the export agenda
The export initiative of Brazilian IT companies is gaining momentum as they position themselves as an alternative to other
well-established players, mainly Indian
corporations. The advantages offered are
numerous and quite specific to the country. They include cultural diversity, personal characteristics and human resources
costs, among others.
History has turned Brazil into what some
tend to call “the real melting pot.” It started
when the Portuguese mingled with the
indigenous population and the slaves during the early stages of the nation’s foundation. Throughout the centuries, immigration
increased and was further promoted by the
authorities. During the first decades of the
twentieth century, settlements of European, Middle Eastern and Eastern Asian
(mainly Japanese) immigrants grew exponentially. The combination of mixed cultures and races and a welcoming attitude
by the local population fostered a cultural
diversity and tolerance rarely seen in other
regions that experienced such an inflow of
foreign individuals. This situation helped
to form the flexible character of Brazilian
professionals who, and perhaps because of
this historical trait, also tend to show more
willingness toward team building.
Jacques Depocas, head of the HSBC
Global Technology Center, is a French Canadian living in Curitiba, a city in the southern
part of Brazil. He says that Brazilians are
seen, by him and the whole corporation,
as resourceful, curious, proactive, solution-oriented and adaptable to changing
conditions. These characteristics are also
endorsed by Marcelo Amarumma, director
of global delivery for IBM Latin America.

According to Amarumma, the interpersonal
abilities of Brazilian professionals have
triggered an unprecedented trend in which
IBM project managers are being “exported”
to the US headquarters because of such
qualities.
Brazil is considered a low-cost region
— sometimes even lower than India — but
the general perception is that Brazilians
are not as qualified. Indeed, when compared to India, human resources costs at
the highest levels of the corporate hierarchy are lower in Brazil. It is only when you
go down the organization chart towards
less skilled labor that India offers less
expensive labor.
Changing this perception may take a lot
more effort and time than are currently
devoted to the topic, yet these companies
have realized that if they are to grow abroad
and attract foreign investments and enterprises, hard work lies ahead. Paulo Merson
from the Software Engineering Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University believes that
making intensive and continuous investments, breaking the language barrier and
publishing case studies and white papers
in selected international publications are
some possible solutions.
Some say that the private sector must
act with, without and despite the government. Yet the government is playing its part
as well. According to Luiz Fernando Furlan,
the Brazilian Minister of Development,
Industry and Foreign Trade, a tax reduction program for PC manufacturers soon to
be implemented will triple the production
capacity. The greatest challenges faced
by the IT sector — high taxes, unprepared
professionals and labor laws that have not
been updated for over 50 years — are also
being tackled and are the top priorities of
the newly elected government.

How can we help?
Professional localization still does not
appear on the list of top priorities for most
IT companies in Brazil when they attempt
to implement their exporting strategy.
When considered early in the process, inhouse localization is perceived to be more
cost-effective. The general thinking and
attitude is that since there are engineers
who can speak and write in English or
Spanish in the office, why take the trouble
to hire an external localization provider
to do the job? The results are generally
unsatisfactory as — and we all know
— engineers are not language experts.
In fact, the vast majority are not native
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speakers of the target language, and the
results range from utter disasters to reasonably successful localization efforts.
Yet when there is so much capital investment and human effort involved, playing
this Russian roulette should never be an
option. In other rather common cases,
the concepts of internationalization and
consequent localization are not even considered during the process due to sheer
ignorance. Such concerns only appear
when there is an opportunity to sell in a
foreign market, but the consequences can
be catastrophic, simply because there will
be no time left to correct the problems, or
the money invested to fix what should
have been thought of earlier will not compensate the profits generated when selling the software in the first place.
It is now up to localization companies
and professionals to help these clients
better achieve their internationalization
goals. The Brazilian market has often been
disregarded by language vendors — both
inside and outside the country — because
foreign companies are sometimes better
educated and easier to convince of the
benefits of a good localization strategy.
These international companies also know
the value of achieving higher return on
investment in their internationalization
efforts, a fact that has allowed them to get
an edge on the competition. Furthermore,
only recently have Brazilian companies
started to seriously contemplate foreign
corporations as a viable alternative for

their sales efforts. They have realized that
no matter how good the domestic market
can be, in times of globalization one must
consider stepping further than one’s borders and venturing into foreign lands.
A number of Brazilian IT companies have
reached their internationalization goals.
Many other opportunities are still out there,
however, and while there is no strong local
industry association to support this enterprise, Brazilian companies will have to do

our best to help Brazil eventually fulfill its
aspirations to become an actual country of
the future.
Thinking back to the conference, I realize now that when Jair Avritchir from Dell
USA said that one of the barriers to software development in Brazil was the fact
that there are few local partners with reasonable scale and international presence,
I should have raised my hand and asked,
“How can we help?” G

MySpace localizes for South America
MySpace.com recently launched a test version of its US site in Spanish and another that targets
people in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.
The News Corp.’s goal for the social networking site was to be operating in 20 global regions
by June, according to reports from Reuters and TechCrunch. Executives said that about 50% of
MySpace’s overall growth is coming from international regions. Its newest regions include Japan,
The Netherlands and Germany.
MySpace en Español will seek to offer 28 million US-based Hispanics a version of the site in
Spanish and English and will display more music and other programming for Hispanic users,
executives said. The pan-regional site MySpace Latino America will target an estimated 150
million residents in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela.
As part of the expansion, MySpace is reportedly planning to launch a Brazilian test site this
summer. The company launched a test site targeting Mexico in January.
Previously, internet users in the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan, France, Germany,
Australia, Ireland, Italy, Spain, Canada, New Zealand and Mexico had access to localized versions
of MySpace. Users were redirected based on the location of their IP addresses. With latino
.myspace.com, users can choose to go directly to that site instead of through the US version.
MySpace also launched la.myspace.com, a pan-regional site for Latin American Spanish speakers. These localized versions of the service do not prohibit people from different MySpace sites
becoming friends. Anyone can be friends with anyone in MySpace, even if he or she uses different
MySpace sites and speaks completely different languages, spokesmen say.
— Compiled from news reports

A cluster of individual Spanish translation bureaus from Argentina offers translation and localization services to translation agencies,
localization companies, direct clients and software developers around the globe.
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T

hroughout history, Argentina has had
a reputation as a land of opportunity. Right now, Latin America seems
to be in vogue as a location for starting up
new language businesses — from small
new private companies formed by enterprising local translators to area offices
for international companies. Based on my
experience in setting up a Buenos Aires
production center for Idea Factory Languages (IFL) four years ago, this article
includes thoughts about the particular
challenges of the market, both in general
and industry-specific terms.
Starting and running a business are
inevitably full of challenges. The language
industry is no exception. Just ask any one
of the many thousands of entrepreneurs
around the world who battle well known
and commonly discussed key issues on a
daily basis — intense competition, tight
margins and growing commoditization,
only to mention a few of the perennial
favorites. Regardless of the industry, careful consideration of projected risks and
rewards, both financial and personal, is
critical in terms of planning a new venture.
The logical starting point is to identify and
formulate the business opportunity as well
as to figure out its differentiating factors.
Ideas and concepts need to be validated
through thorough research in order to
put substance behind them. The business
plan should be formulated with a conservative bias because costs will inevitably
be higher than expected and income generation slower. Those general guidelines
apply everywhere. This article will detail
locale-specific factors for Argentina.

Argentina 2002: starting up
The Argentine economy and the general business climate were still reeling
from the crash in 2001. The local currency had been pegged to the dollar and
went into freefall when it was floated.
After initially dipping to a quarter of its
previous value to the dollar, it eventually
settled at around a third. Virtually overnight, the economic environment had
changed completely and demolished the
page 14
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Doing Business
in Argentina
TEDDY BENGTSSON

viability and sustainability of many businesses. Multinationals pulled out of their
invest ments with amazing speed and on a
large scale, and the country plunged into
a crisis of gigantic proportions. Scores of
people from all social groups lost their
jobs. An uncertain future loomed ahead
for many professionals, from factory
workers to managing directors.
In China, the same expression is applied
to crisis as well as opportunity. With this
in mind, my differentiating factor with
IFL was to capitalize on Argentina’s cost
efficiency to gain the traction required

Local
idiosyncrasies
never fail
to baffle me
— things here
just work
differently.
to rapidly build a market-leading regional
language service provider (LSP). The longer-term opportunity focused around the
growing significance of Spanish as a world
language, the potential advantages of
Argentina over more mature LSP markets
such as Spain, business extendability to
another major language (Brazilian Portuguese) and capitalizing on a distinctly different company profile compared to other
suppliers in our market. In short, the strategy was to build a world-class company at
an accelerated pace, taking advantage of
unique timing and market conditions.
The weakest part of the plan was my lack
of experience running a company, never
mind one in a totally foreign location. A
chance meeting during my research led to
a partnership solution that integrated a
critical ingredient — local entrepreneurial

expertise. Without it, I have no doubt that
the business venture would have failed.

Local intricacies
Local idiosyncrasies never fail to baffle
me — things here just work differently. A
good example of this was when IFL moved
into new premises in 2004. We signed a
three-year office lease deal with a fixed
monthly rent for the entire period. Two
years into the period, the commercial
property market had grown more buoyant, and the building administration was
eager to increase our rent to reflect the
increasing prices. IFL had grown significantly, and we needed additional space.
We agreed to a “voluntary” rent increase
on the understanding that the administration would reserve an additional office
unit in the building on our behalf. When
we wanted to move forward with this,
however, the administrators fell short on
their promise and were not able to meet
our need for more space. We realized that
we had to look for alternative premises —
we did not regard two separate locations
as an option — and subsequently asked
to revert to the original fixed monthly
rental because we had neither obligation nor reason to pay more. Nevertheless, we were quickly removed from the
administration’s Christmas-card list, so
to speak, for the “dishonorable behavior”
of adhering to our contractual terms and
conditions. It was the end of a cordial relationship. The intricacies of knowing what
can be negotiated and how best to do it
definitely requires local knowledge and
expertise.
The immaturity of the marketplace means
it is difficult to find personnel with direct
industry expertise. Prior to IFL’s emergence, few companies employed people in
translation/localization-related roles. Qualified translators may boast experience as
teachers, bilingual secretaries and so forth
alongside freelance translation activities,
but can rarely point to any background
suggesting a targeted translation career.
There is no shortage of well-qualified linguistic resources, but a lack of experience
The Guide From MultiLingual
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in terms of working in a company environment makes a thorough recruitment process
essential. Identifying technical and project
management staff with industry expertise
is even more challenging than finding linguists. A strong in-house team is more essential here than in other markets because such
a team provides the right environment for
dynamic learning and development.
When it comes to establishing an external translator network, which is key to scale
and flexibility, a comprehensive selection process is critical. Today, IFL receives
approaches from freelance translators on a
daily basis. Only some 20% make it through
the initial steps to become approved, and
many of those fail to establish themselves
as regular collaborators.
Our selection process incorporates the
validation of qualifications and experience;
dedication to their role (that is, they do not
have another job); and equipment and
tools expertise. All applicants have to pass
a linguistic and technical test assignment.
We also confirm alignment in terms of the
pricing of their services. Our experience
is that many freelancers have unrealistic
expectations in terms of compensation,
often influenced by foreign customers with
limited market knowledge who pay excessive rates. Applicants who qualify gain a
“trial” status and enter an initial period of
extra-close assessment by our in-house
language specialist and project managers.
Many fall by the wayside because of substandard or unreliable translation quality;
failure to meet deadlines or instructions;
not responding to feedback; or inability
to communicate efficiently. The net effect
is that IFL works with a relatively limited
number of proven external resources on a
frequent and regular basis.

Business relations
Argentina’s political legacy of mixing
military dictatorships with populist-elected
governments leaves its marks on business and society. Employee/employer
relations remain remarkably old-fashioned. The general sentiment is that one
side is opposed to the other. Selling the
concept that the two “sides” have shared
goals is difficult. As always, there are
logical reasons for why things are the
way they are. Employers in the country
unquestionably have a history of exploiting workers, and practices and processes
that reflect this are still very much in
force today. Conversely, unions have
grown powerful and influential, but
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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Puerto Madero, the Buenos Aires version of London’s Docklands.
unfortunately they seem more intent on
continuing a power struggle rather than
engaging in constructive negotiation.
Corruption is still rife on both sides, and
deep-rooted links to the political spectrum mean that real progress looks
unlikely and remote.
Well-intended policies that were implemented to protect workers’ rights have
ended up making it difficult for employers
to apply progressive initiatives. IFL’s profitsharing plan was set up to give employees
a concrete way in which to understand
that meeting financial objectives is as
much in their interest as the company’s,
but the red tape associated with making
such payments to staff makes it almost
impossible to implement practically.
People in Latin America tend to have
a shorter-term perspective than those in
Europe and North America — for logical reasons, as they have been exposed to living in
a topsy-turvy economic and social climate for
their entire lives. This is certainly something
that impacts running a business here. It is
difficult to convince employees to take longer-term views on personal and professional
development because their focus is much
more on the present than on the future. One
approach to counter this is to establish clear
policies around issues linked to organization,
jobs and development. Concepts such as
performance evaluations, personal and team
development goals/objectives, career paths,
salary ranges, profit-sharing plans and so on
may be the norm in more mature business
markets, but they are still largely unknown
in Argentina. Once these concepts are introduced, there is no doubt that people understand and appreciate their value, but as many

are also linked to a longer-term thinking, the
implementation approach and support must
be thorough and well considered.
Of the many challenges for companies
looking to establish a footprint in Argentina, perhaps the greatest one has to do
with the necessary level of commitment.
If I had tried to set up and run IFL as a
“satellite” company — appointing a team
to handle the operational activities but
personally being based elsewhere — we
would have failed. I’m not suggesting there
are no competent people to run operations
here, only that the personal commitment
to the day-to-day business is critical to
generate the right dynamics and confidence in the company. People here are not
used to responsibility being widely distributed across an organization, so, while they
welcome the concept, it requires careful,
consistent and direct attention.
Another difficult aspect of running a
language business in Argentina is to convey the differences between key supplier
types and their service offerings. Just as
in most markets, buyers have the usual
options for sourcing language services.
The Argentine market is geared differently
because it continues to be dominated by
individuals and small groups, whereas
companies with an enterprise infrastructure are still few and far between. It is
important to clearly identify the operational space of your setup and to avoid
chasing business not suited to your profile. As a freelancer or an agency, avoid
the temptation of over-committing to
capacity and turnaround requirements.
As a company, stay clear of competing for
business priced at levels more suited to
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freelancers or agencies. Translation
buyers need to be able to distinguish
between the services offered by individual freelancers or co-operatives,
small businesses and full-service
companies to ensure that they select
a partner with the right profile for
their needs. The local market can sustain the different supplier types currently in operation and would benefit
from seeing more of the agency-type
solutions “graduating” to the company category to lend further credibility. Some form of official industry
association, either in Argentina or
South/Latin America, could potentially become instrumental in creating a higher profile for our business
regionally and internationally, as
well as in promoting best practices
and supporting training and development initiatives. Some initial discussions to this effect have already taken
place among leading regional companies,
and I expect these to translate into something tangible by late 2008.
Although the market continues to offer
cost advantages compared to many other
locations, these advantages are gradually

San Telmo, a historic district a few
blocks from IFL’s office.
starting to erode. Annual inflation rates
over the past few years have exceeded
10%, and the actual costs of doing business have gone up even more. The International Monetary Fund has predicted
“galloping inflation” following presidential elections that are scheduled for

October 2007, which suggests that
challenges are on the increase.
Macro-economic factors suggest
that Argentina will remain competitive for the foreseeable future, but
the window of unique cost/benefit opportunity is more than likely
closed, and our market needs to
capitalize on its other strengths.
IFL has already moved into the
second phase of strategic development, shifting our competitive
advantage branding from a cost
focus to service and quality excellence. Cost focus provided the necessary traction, but it is a fleeting
concept. Sustainability and longevity can only be achieved by service
and quality excellence.
Argentina holds excellent prospects to become a recognized center
for language industry excellence. The
focus, commitment and finesse required to
generate success in this market should not
be underestimated, though, and partnering with a proven local company is likely
to offer the most secure and value-adding
way to unlock its potential. Remember, it
takes two to tango! G

The Tricky Business
of Spanish Translation
GREG CHURILOV AND FLORENCIA PAOLILLO

O

ver the years, our translation team
has experienced the many challenges, pitfalls and amusing ironies
inherent in the translation of English materials into Spanish.
The immediate challenge for the translator is to appeal to all audiences while
remaining local enough to communicate
to each reader. In view of the many types
of Spanish, each with distinct nuances
of lexicon, the task is not a simple one.
We are occasionally asked to translate to
“international Spanish” — a vague and
non-committal term that carries with it the
assumption that one can appeal to South
American audiences and Iberian audiences
with the same translation (you cannot).
More frequently, we are asked for neutral
Latin American Spanish — a much more
apt generalization, but a generalization
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notwithstanding. Mexico is far from Chile;
the avocado plant, for example, is called
aguacate in the former, palta in the latter.
Thus, an inclusive and universal one-version translation of a horticultural document becomes quite a task!

Influence of other languages,
especially US English
The plot thickens as we bring into the
mix the influence of other languages,
such as English influence upon the US
Hispanic audience. While we generally
consider the Real Academia Española
(RAE) to be the “final-say” authority on
matters of grammar and lexicography, we
find that several terms considered inappropriate by the RAE are accepted — and
preferred by our clients — due to their
common use. An example of this would

be the word accesar for to access, a term
not recognized by the RAE and yet prominent and commonplace in Mexico city
street signs. Years ago we were taken to
task by an American client who had spent
years living in Mexico for using acceder
when “everybody knows” accesar is the
correct term!
Another example of US usage creeping
into the Spanish language is capitalization. Quite often we receive instructions
from clients asking us to capitalize days
of the week and the names of languages
— none of which require uppercase in
Spanish, but do require it in English.
Similarly, while titles often receive “initial caps” in the United States, this is not
a valid capitalization rule for Spanish.
Still, we are frequently specifically asked
to keep initial-caps style on titles when
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it comes to marketing pieces for the US
Hispanic audience. While we certainly
advise our clients of proper usage and
so on, in the end it is their document,
their audience and their communication
— thus, their prerogative.
We are left to wonder, are we betraying our mother tongue by contributing to
its bastardization? Tradutore, traditore
(translator, traitor), some would say. Our
company president Jennifer Churilov usually interjects, drawing on her linguistics
degree, that “language is perpetually
evolving.”
While we’re naming the “evils of English
contamination,” anglicisms in the IT field
immediately come to mind. In Argentina
one commonly hears terms such as mouse,
PC, linkear, forwardear — all derivatives
of their equivalent English terms. Even
when the obvious anglicism is avoided,
we still encounter the IT field riddled
with incorrect Spanish terms which are
false cognates from English — salvar el
archivo for save the file, bajar el archivo
for download the file. These terms rarely
are used in actual printed translations,
but they permeate the culture to the
degree that the average Argentinean
technician is stumped when asked for the
proper term for device driver — because
Argentinean techies refer to it simply as el
driver much more often than controlador
or something similar.
In many cases, such terms don’t seriously impede communication, and at most
they create a humorous note for the listener
— such as the Mexican secretary in San
Diego, CA saying luego te llamo para atrás
— later I will call you backwards — when
intending to mean te llamo más tarde — I’ll
call you back later. In some cases, these
anglicisms and false cognates can cause
serious problems.
In math, for example, a billion in US English is 1 followed by nine zeroes — in other
words, a thousand millions. In Spanish,
however, a billion is one million millions
— 1 followed by 12 zeroes. Thus, billion (in
English) is properly translated into Spanish as mil millones. An error in this case
could cause severe problems when dealing with financial documents.
Similarly, in English we use commas to
indicate the million mark and thousand
mark, and a period to mark the decimal
point (1,430,449.50). In Spanish, periods indicate the million and thousand
marks, and a comma is used for decimals
(1.430.449,50).
July/August 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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Translation riddles
within South American Spanish
Even when we don’t take into consideration the English influence, South America itself offers us a number of riddles.
We recently ran into some of these while
translating a book for a major direct-marketing publisher. While the proper translation of t-shirt into Mexican Spanish is
camiseta, this term means undershirt in

ideal scenario
Theis for
the author
of the text to be
a participant . . .
in the translation
process.
Argentina, which is not at all the image the
original text aimed to convey. (Conversely,
the Argentinean remera — rowing shirt
— does not exist in Mexican parlance.) In
Mexico, secador is only used to refer to a
hair dryer; in many South American countries, secador is used to mean floor mop,
and the more specific secador de cabello
is used for hair dryer. (The Mexican jalador de agua does not have any meaning
for most South American audiences.)
Quite aside from differences in vocabulary, a document may contain cultural customs or usages that do not have a parallel
in another country — customs related to
food preparation, pet and farm animal
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care, for example, as well as circumstances
related to weather and the seasons.
In a “how-to” manual we recently translated, the author listed some fairly common life challenges and how to resolve
them. One of these was “how to move a
compost pile in a simple, easy way.” While
this might be a common issue for rural
North America, it is such an infrequent,
unusual situation for South American audiences as to provoke laughter in the reader.
After discussing this issue with the client,
we opted for modifying this example to
“moving a pile of dry leaves.”
On a more serious note, quite a few
examples of everyday life in this manual
had to do with items of mass consumption, available at low prices in the United
States. In South America, these same
items are only available through the internet at exorbitant prices. The text in this
section had to be rewritten, modified for
the South American market. This opens
one’s eyes to the global economy.

Feedback could improve
the source material
While we translators are confronted
with these challenges, however, seldom
do these issues reach the eyes and ears
of the original author. Myriad learning
opportunities are readily available in each
translation cycle. The ideal scenario is for
the author of the text to be a participant,
even if only a passive one (information
only), in the translation process. Thus, the
challenges and issues that surface during
the translation can be noted and included
as style guidelines in subsequent works,
thus creating more cross-cultural, translation-friendly documents, born ready for
global consumption. G
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S

outh America, especially Argentina, is
becoming more and more known as
part of the translation and localization
world. It’s becoming “the place to go.”
It already has quite a few small to mediumsized companies, mainly single-language
vendors (SLV) or regional language service
providers (LSP), which manage to grow an
industry with comparatively well-trained
resources and low infrastructure costs. But,
lately, the region is witnessing the arrival of
some of the major industry players (Lionbridge, long settled in Santiago de Chile;
Moravia Worldwide, with a new location in
Rosario, Argentina; and SDL International,
planning to settle in Buenos Aires, Argentina), for which it will need to be prepared
and open. After all, it is in South America’s
own interest to offer high-quality and skillful resources ready to handle market needs
as well as companies that can absorb those
resources, generating a service segment
not even known in the local market.
Larger companies are moving into South
America mainly because of lower labor and
infrastructure costs. But in addition, South
America has built a highly qualified translation community with a wide variety of
well-prepared corporations offering aboveaverage graded products. This combination of lower costs and quality translation
services ensures a perfect cost-effective
solution for foreign countries.

Building a translation workforce
South American universities have surely
contributed to the development of the
industry. There is, however, an important
gap between training programs and the
real business. In most cases, there is little
relationship between content taught in
educational institutions and what is actually performed in the real world. So, is this
gap being bridged? Further, who is taking
the responsibility of doing so? Is it possible for recent graduates to keep up with
the industry?
It is definitely possible for South America
to build a translation workforce able to follow the rhythm of this fast-moving industry. Educational institutions, companies
page 18
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Training Translators
in South America
JORGELINA VACCHINO, NICOLÁS BRAVO & EUGENIA CONTI

and translators are joining their efforts to
offer multiple solutions.
Universities are the slowest part in the
chain, but they will have to align with
market needs and create well-balanced
curricula that include not only translation basics but technological skills as
well, introducing students to the real
translation industry and its practices.
In order to complement up-to-date programs, academics should be immersed

is in South
It America’s
own
interest to
offer high-quality
and skillful
resources ready
to handle
market needs.
in the business in order to be able to follow industry trends and share them with
the students. They will also have to be
able to encourage students to become
involved in the business. Companies, on
the other hand, have to help universities
keep track of the real world while developing their own strategies to offer new
training opportunities.
So, where is South America in terms of
market compliance? Is it true that resources
are born well-trained?

Market needs
Companies need translators capable of
producing high-quality work and able to
carry out translation-related tasks. They
consider as essential qualities accountability (responsibility towards the profession),
flexibility, linguistic accuracy in both source

and target languages, technological skills,
extreme attention to detail, a broad general
education and a willingness to learn.
As an example of what companies really
want from a translator, here are some of
the requirements included in a job posting
asking for English-to-Spanish translators
in Argentina: “high level of fluency in both
languages (English and Spanish), a degree
level education in Translation, organized,
flexible and able to work successfully in a
tight deadline environment, detail-oriented
and quality-focused individuals, and experience with TM tools.”
Other general requirements for professional translation practice usually include:
• a good understanding of the professional practice, institutions, ethics and
principles
• to be open to participate in working with
a team
• sufficient knowledge of project management practices to understand his or
her place in the process
• a wide cultural background
• a proficient command of the mother
tongue — involving excellence in syntactic, pragmatic and semantic aspects of the
language
• to be willing and capable of evolving
at the pace of the newly developed tools
as they arrive in the market
• to be ready to explore and evaluate
upcoming tools and working strategies
• to be open-minded toward new and
diversified fields of knowledge and able
to develop language and terminology for
special purposes
• to develop critical sense allowing the
translator to work in a wide range of fields
• to develop well-built communicative
competence
• intellectual curiosity and an active attitude showing flexibility and versatility skills.

Where do these requirements
leave recently graduated translators?
Educational institutions in South America
do not completely prepare future translators for the real market. In this respect, they
are not that different from most countries
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around the world or the training received
for other professions.
Let’s take a look at the division of subject areas of the learning programs of
some South American universities. These
subjects were taken from the website of
the corresponding universities, only as a
reference to represent the programs most
commonly given in South American curricula. The accompanying graphics show the
percentage of areas covered by different
South American universities’ curricula.
As can be seen in the program abstracts
included in the comparative graphs, South
American universities train students in
several skills: translation and translation
techniques; writing and the ability to identify different types of texts; reading comprehension; research abilities; working
methodologies; and cultural skills.
They also tend to include certain content: first-language and second-language
grammar; phonetics and phonology; linguistics and translation theory; ethics;
general knowledge; specialties basics;
and culture, history and political organization of foreign countries.
Even though these curricula include the
essential subjects needed to produce qualified translators, they seem to be focused

Subjects comparison among South American universities’ curricula.
mainly on the second language (non-native),
the formal components of the first language, theoretical aspects of translation
and the development of general background knowledge. Based on market needs,
however, there should be more depth in the
approach towards the first language or
mother tongue, which appears as an essential theme for a translation educational program. Also important is a clear absence of
training in computer-based resources and
the real practice of translation involving
tasks related to project management, translation, editing, proofreading and desktop

publishing (DTP). As a consequence, graduates leave school without having had access
to technological resources and hands-on
experience.
Companies, the parties most interested
in counting on highly trained resources,
have therefore started to take an active
role in order to build translators ready to
meet market needs.

How can a company help?
Companies discover that in order to
bridge the gap, they should become part
of the training forces and invest time and

The same comparison as above among specific South American universities.
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money to make well-trained resources
happen. They discover that, as in the rest
of the world, good resources are made and
are not born. So, they implement one or
more solutions such as internships, training workshops and e-learning.
Internship programs. Translation and
localization companies are offering the
opportunity to participate in internship
programs in which the new translators are
trained in how to perform various localization and translation activities such as
translation, editing, proofreading, glossary development, DTP and post-DTP
quality control. Working in a real-life environment together with experienced translators who help them improve their skills,
the new translators acquire experience
related to business issues such as handling tight schedules, teamwork, developing and maintaining glossaries, managing
the CAT tools, and incorporating a sense
of accountability and commitment towards
the company’s quality assurance standards. In other words, through internship
programs, companies are contributing to
building well-prepared professionals.
Among the companies that are applying
internship programs are SDL in Europe,
INTEX in the United States and Ushuaia
Solutions in South America.
Training workshops. In-company workshops are offered to prepare in-house and
freelance resources in the use of standard
or new/upcoming tools.

As new and innovative software solutions
appear in the business, training resources
so they are up to date and always ready
to work with the new tools has become
an important matter for companies in
the short term. Localization companies
organize workshops and invite freelance
translators to learn the basics of the new
software tools.
E-learning solutions. Many multinational
corporations have made incursions into this
new trend with proven success. Lionbridge,
for instance, has developed its own e-learning platform. Some of its solutions include
computer-based training, web-based training, classroom-based intructional materials, XML-based re-usable learning objects,
self-paced certification and assessment programs, multimedia applications, learning
management systems and learning content
management systems.
Another company, WorldLingo Translations, provides a “real time learning
environment on-line, where the learner is
in simultaneous communication with the
teacher and with the other members of
their virtual class” (www.worldlingo.com).
E-learning complements and strengthens traditional methods of teaching by
means of interactive resources and specialized communicative channels. Users
manage their own learning, wherever they
might be and at any time.
These are some of the solutions companies are offering to complement higher

education programs. Many more solutions
are possible. It’s just a question of creativity or market maturity.

The translators’ responsibility
But then, it’s up to translators, their own
responsibilities and commitment. They
should be proactive and flexible to acquire
rapidly all the knowledge and skills they
are not given in educational training. They
should be on the lookout for opportunities
and should develop the ability to manage
their own business in a way that allows
them to meet the market requirements.
It’s important to understand that the most
profitable and feasible solution is to invest
in the development and implementation of
training programs to provide translators
with the most valuable resource they need
to get involved in the market: knowledge.
Then translators are made, not only by
universities that train future professionals mainly in the theoretical aspects of the
language but also by companies that have
to complement educational programs so
as to shape highly qualified translators,
meeting the technological demands of the
market as well.
The South American translation industry,
like every emerging market, offers many
opportunities and poses many challenges.
But it’s only with the combined effort of its
participants — universities, companies and
translators themselves — that it will explore
all its opportunities. It’s just up to us! G

.NET Part IV is ready and available online at
www.multilingual.com/eBooks
GLOBALIZATION
HANDBOOK
FOR THE MICROSOFT
.NET PLATFORM
A GUIDE FOR PROGRAMMERS,
ARCHITECTS AND QA PERSONNEL

PART IV

BILL HALL
MLM ASSOCIATES, INC.

Bill Hall’s latest book to illuminate and educate
users about the Microsoft .NET platform is finished and joins
Parts I, II and III on the MultiLingual Press e-book list.
In Part IV of the Globalization Handbook for the
Microsoft .NET Platform, Hall covers the String class,
two classes for iterating Unicode strings correctly and
the CompareInfo class for comparing strings, and gives a
short description of the accompanying SortKey classes.
Using examples updated to .NET 2.0/3.0, Hall continues
to illustrate the process of making an application truly
international using the Microsoft .NET platform.

Download .NET Part IV today.
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An invitation to subscribe to

T

his guide is a component of the magazine MultiLingual. The
ever-growing easy international access to information, services and goods underscores the importance of language
and culture awareness. What issues are involved in reaching an
international audience? Are there technologies to help? Who provides services in this area? Where do I start?
Savvy people in today’s world use MultiLingual to answer these
questions and to help them discover what other questions they
should be asking.
MultiLingual’s eight issues a year are filled with news, technical
developments and language information for people who are interested in the role of language, technology and translation in our
twenty-first-century world. A ninth issue, the Resource Directory
and Index, provides listings of companies in the language industry
and a key to the previous year’s content.
Four issues each year include Getting Started Guides like this
one, which are primers for moving into new territories both geographically and professionally.
The magazine itself covers a multitude of topics.

Translation
How are translation tools changing the art and science of communicating ideas and information between speakers of different
languages? Translators are vital to the development of international and localized software. Those who specialize in technical
documents, such as manuals for computer hardware and software, industrial equipment and medical products, use sophisticated tools along with professional expertise to translate complex
text clearly and precisely. Translators and people who use translation services track new developments through articles and news
items in MultiLingual.
Language technology
From multiple keyboard layouts and input methods to Unicodeenabled operating systems, language-specific encodings, systems
that recognize your handwriting or your speech in any language
— language technology is changing day by day. And this technology is also changing the way in which people communicate on a
personal level — changing the requirements for international software and changing how business is done all over the world.
MultiLingual is your source for the best information and insight
into these developments and how they will affect you and your
business.
Global web
Every website is a global website, and even a site designed
for one country may require several languages to be effective.
Experienced web professionals explain how to create a site that
works for users everywhere, how to attract those users to your
site and how to keep the site current. Whether you use the internet and worldwide web for e-mail, for purchasing services, for
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promoting your business or for conducting fully international ecommerce, you’ll benefit from the information and ideas in each
issue of MultiLingual.

Managing content
How do you track all the words and the changes that occur
in a multilingual website? How do you know who’s doing what
and where? How do you respond to customers and vendors in
a prompt manner and in their own languages? The growing and
changing field of content management and global management systems (CMS and GMS), customer relations management
(CRM) and other management disciplines is increasingly important as systems become more complex. Leaders in the development of these systems explain how they work and how they
work together.
Internationalization
Making software ready for the international market requires
more than just a good idea. How does an international developer
prepare a product for multiple locales? Will the pictures and colors you select for a user interface in France be suitable for users
in Brazil? Elements such as date and currency formats sound like
simple components, but developers who ignore the many international variants find that their products may be unusable. You’ll
find sound ideas and practical help in every issue.
Localization
How can you make your product look and feel as if it were built in
another country for users of that language and culture? How do you
choose a localization service vendor? Developers and localizers
offer their ideas and relate their experiences with practical advice
that will save you time and money in your localization projects.
And there’s much more
Authors with in-depth knowledge summarize changes in the
language industry and explain its financial side, describe the challenges of computing in various languages, explain and update
encoding schemes and evaluate software and systems. Other
articles focus on particular countries or regions; translation and
localization training programs; the uses of language technology in
specific industries — a wide array of current topics from the world
of multilingual computing.
If you are interested in reaching an international audience in the
best way possible, you need to read MultiLingual. G
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